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Abstract
The objective of this report is to describe the embedding of a transfer mod
ule within an alternative architectural approach for machine translation of
spontaneous spoken language The approach is cognitively oriented ie it
adapts some of the assumed properties of human language comprehension
and production The aspects to be modeled will include incrementality and
robustness with respect to disturbances caused by the environment and per
formance phenomena of speech Interaction between software modules is
used to reduce ambiguity
The transfer stage of a translation system clearly has to obey these re
quirements to be an integral part of such a system This paper outlines the
kind of demands to be placed on the transfer module Relations between
the basic formalisms representing linguistic knowledge on the one hand and
transfer on the other hand are demonstrated as well as the consequences for
algorithms and data structures
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Chapter 
Introduction
The longterm target of the joint research project Verbmobil is the develop
ment of a mobile interpreting machine which supports two business persons
speaking dierent languages during their discussions Verbmobil aims at
a speakeradaptive processing of spontaneous spoken language and uses En
glish as dialogue language If one of the dialogue partners runs into problems
he falls back into his mother tongue German or Japanese and requests a
translation from Verbmobil The domain for Verbmobil is the eld of general
negotiations for the rst few years work concentrates on the agreement upon
scheduling meetings
We focus on architectural issues within the framework of automatic inter
preting systems requiring fast system responses and the processing of sponta
neous spoken language input This paper deals with general properties that
can be derived for a transfer module when integrating it into an architec
ture for such a system The transfer stage is not just an addon on top of a
language understanding system Rather it should be an integral part that is
coupled with other components processing dierent levels of linguistic rep
resentation Properties of the system as a whole draw certain consequences
onto the transfer level Other dependencies arise when recognizing that con
nections between the subsystems constrain the functionality of the connected
partners We investigate these properties and constraints in more detail in
chapter 

Chapter  discusses similarities and dierences of models of unication
based transfer used so far Based on observations of this kind we present a
formalism for unicationbased transfer in chapter  It is easy and extendible
and thus should be a wellsuited tool for the development of an experimental
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transfer system
Chapter  shows that techniques derived from chartparsing can be rel
evant for the implementation of a transfer relation especially when taking
into account the architectural constraints stated in the chapters before The
transfer algorithms can be equipped with dierent processing and search
strategies This enables them to obtain the translation of a source language
utterance in an incremental way Interactions between transfer and other
levels of linguistic description provide a source for multileveltransfer
The following chapter deals with recent trends to formulate anytime
algorithms that can be interrupted to present output at request Chapter 
draws some conclusions

Chapter 
Architectural Constraints for
Transfer
Traditionally the way to look at the transfer stage of a machine translation
system based on the transfer paradigm is the following Transfer operates on
completely analyzed source language utterances The input is a representa
tion of the utterance on a syntactic or semantic level This representation
is often required to be unique as most transfer models can not easily cope
with ambiguity The input is traversed topdown and transferred to the
target language beginning at the topmost level of description The search
space is explored with a breadth rst search strategy and the next level of
representation is considered only after all higher parts have been processed
Within this chapter we will argue for a more detailed view for the archi
tecture of a transfer stage For the purposes of a system interpreting spon
taneous spoken input it is not sucient to specify a transfer relation which
somehow determines the correct translation for a given source language
structure From an architectural point of view it is crucial for the relation 
or more specically the algorithmic implementation of the transfer relation
 to have certain features allowing it still to be used under certain condi
tions The main arguments that we will use below to call for certain features
of the implementation stem from
  the existence of transfer problems on almost all levels of linguistic de
scription and the way human interpreters handle such problems
  work done in the eld of architecture of natural language processing
systems in general which aim at a strict modularization and

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  the target of neatly integrating the transfer process into a special ar
chitectural model described below
  Levels of transfer
Assuming that the transfer stage in an automatic interpreting system is lo
cated behind the modules for signal analysis morphosyntax and probably
semantic analysis one has to decide what the major input source for transfer
should be Depending on the view of modeling it could be either syntactic
descriptions of utterances to carry out structural transfer or semantically ori
ented structures such as DRSs But clearly this positioning of transfer is not
completely correct Transfer problems arise on dierent levels of linguistic
representation
  Idioms or routine formulas are examples roughly on the lexical level
  head switching could be described as a structural transfer problem
 
and
  the correct translation of tense and aspect is semantic in nature Even
extralinguistic knowledge may be required for the translation of these
phenomena
It is argued that there are as many levels of transfer as there are levels of
linguistic description for the source language

One could solve the dilemma
of having one input representation and several levels participating in a trans
lation by allowing the incorporation of knowledge from dierent linguistic
levels into transfer specications and by collecting the respective data for an
utterance during the course of analysis But this doesnt prevent an idiomatic
utterance or a routine formula like several greetings from being analyzed
semantically before recognizing them as transfer issues on a lexical level
It also does not correspond to the way human interpreters work Often
humans interpret automatically without using a deep analysis up to a se
mantic or pragmatic level Only in case of the speech material being complex
or containing ambiguities a detailed and conscious processing of the source
language text is necessary Hauenschild  Hauenschild and Prahl 
propose the notion of a variable depth of analysis to model the dierent
 
Dorr  explains this phenomenon at a lexical semantic level

Hauenschild  Hauenschild and Prahl 
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ways distinct utterances are processed Until now no workhas been done fo
cussing on the characterization of the complexity of an utterance that results
in a measure which allows to set a maximum level of interpretation sucient
for a correct transfer into the target language
A prerequisite for the formulation of a multileveltransfer is to split trans
fer in parts First estimations can result from work continuing the work of
Eberle et al 	 On almost all levels of representation there have to be
connections between source language and target language data structures
For example the separation of lexical transfer from structural transfer could
derive benets although the mechanisms to treat both kinds of knowledge
are almost the same
   A cognitively oriented architecture model
We will now describe the main properties of a cognitively oriented architec
ture model and show the consequences for the implementation of a transfer
relation when integrating it into such a schema The cognitively oriented
model which is based on Briscoe 
 and extended in G

orz  is pri
marily concerned with the modularization of and interaction among subsys
tems within a speech understanding system The assumption made is that
computerbased models of speech processing should reect the basic struc
tures of human speech understanding The realization of this requirements
leads to an incremental interactive system architecture
The basic building blocks are a number of modules operating mainly au
tonomous but being able to interact in order to constrain meaning and
resolve ambiguities as soon as possible This corresponds to the weak
modularity hypothesis which is assumed to be a basis for human speech
comprehension

 The modules are interrelated by means of two types of
connections
  The main bottomup data path carries linguistic information according
to the assumed standard hierarchy
  Alternative connections are of lower bandwidth and more rarely used
They play a crucial role for disambiguation however They function as
hypotheses channels through which one modules assumptions about

cf G
	
orz 
 p 

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properties of some units of the utterance are propagated to another
module that uses this data to constrain its search space The direction
of these hypotheses is topdown thus allowing higher linguistic levels
to inuence the processing of lower levels Another kind of secondary
channels works in a questionanswering mode Upon the appearance
of an ambiguity that can not be solved within a certain module it is
possible to send a simple question to a dierent module The answer
could then possibly be used as a guideline whether one alternative has
to be favored against another
These interactions are the ones used to eliminate ambiguities as soon
as possible during the course of processing
The utilization of the second type of connections is crucial for transfer
too Eberle et al 	 show the importance of contextual and even extralin
guistic knowledge for correct translation of tense or gender of pronomina
Therefore a transfer module should maintain such a communication device
to be able to explore interaction if necessary
Incrementality timesynchronicity and the possibility for parallelization
are the main properties of the system as a whole constructed from separate
modules The notion of a limited memory

is modeled using a constraint
for the access of hypotheses within the system Every module can only read
information concerning a denite interval of the input data Thus it can
not wait indenitely before incorporating a hypothesis but has to work time
synchronously in principle
The architectural freedom for the implementation of individual modules
is constrained by these properties But they may not be strict consequences
from the application a system is designed for For example a system for in
terpretation within dialogues is in principle able to wait until utterances are
complete before processing them and thus has complete analyses at hand at
every stage of processing An incremental and timesynchronous system for
interpretation aims at the step towards simultaneous interpretation

 The
system has to start processing as soon as data arrive Consequently every
module is forced to have only a minimal delay compared to the input ow

cf Pyka 

This is not quite correct There are certain dierent aspects of simultaneous interpre
tation that do not arise in conversational interpretation An example of these phenomena
is the use of anticipations by an interpreter who in some cases has to guess what the source
language speaker will utter in the future to be able to continue translating
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of data Therefore algorithms relying on the existence of entities covering a
greater amount of the speech signal are not useful concerning that purpose


A strict lefttoright processing and the ability to cope with partial informa
tion and qualityvalued data follow from this
Incremental transfer has to start with fragmentary descriptions of source
language utterances the completion of these being delivered during the
course of processing Even worse according to the limitedmemory approach
the transfer module is not able to wait but has to embody early hypotheses
almost immediately
The weak modularity hypothesis demands reusing already translated par
tial constituents for transfer In case the translation is executed in a com
positional manner it is not necessary to recompute the results They can be
inserted directly The elements of the transfer relation are therefore memo
rized in a special storage Before computing the correct translation of a con
stituent consultation of this memory eliminates duplication of work This
notion can be further extended to come out with something called here a
transfer chart which  analogous to syntactical analysis  holds complete
and incomplete translated utterance parts This extension will be presented
in detail in chapter 
The possibility for parallelization is an additional aspect of the architec
ture in question Due to the loose coupling of individual modules a global
parallelization is possible per se In addition the possibility to induce paral
lel models of computation into specic modules is desirable There have been
proposals for some parts of an interactive architecture eg for the parser or
lexicon module but at the moment a correct and meaningful application to
transfer seems out of sight


G
	
orz 
 p 

A potential application for parallel processing grounds on the incrementality that
the transfer stage has to show Incremental transfer directly leads to the occurrence of
multiple hypotheses  the input to the transfer module is no longer one single analysis
of an utterance but rather a stream of partial results that describe parts of the signal
These descriptions can overlap and compete The interface between a transfer module
and previous stages of analysis will consist of a directed graph of partial analysis within
our application The workload of processing could be distributed among the paths within
this graph

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  Transfer as a software module
To conclude this architectural motivation the construction of a separate
transfer module seems to be appropriate Another solution is possible to
annotate rules of a dierent analysis component  eg rules of the syntactic
parser  with specications of how to compute a translation But there are
several drawbacks of such an architecture
  First NLPsystems are often organized according to the classic lin
guistic levels of morphology syntax semantics and pragmatics To
associate the transfer module at any of these stages contradicts the
intuition of distinct processing steps which seems to be at least partly
real

 it is dicult to say which level transfer belongs to In addition
human processing of a natural language utterance on the one hand and
human interpretation of this utterance on the other hand are no identi
cal but separate mechanisms although they can overlap in time The
just mentioned property of variable analysis depth is a further cue for
an independent transfer module that is not attached to a specic level
of analysis The annotation of eg syntactic rules can handle neither
the at transfer of idioms nor the very deep analysis of certain phrases
  Second transfer does not really correspond to other kinds of process
ing If we again look at the example of syntactic parsing it should be
clear that neither there exists a corresponding transfer rule for each
wellformed syntactic constituent nor is it necessary to carry out a
transfer operation with every parsing operation An example of the n
connection between parsing and transfer is structure shift the change
of grammatical function The English nominal phrase mounting of
the drill is translated into German as Montage des Bohrers
by changing the prepositional phrase into a genitival nominal phrase
However it seems unnatural to provide two translations as soon as the
PP is encountered only because there are dierent translations in spe
cic cases One of the alternatives is normally suppressed
The other dierence mentioned between parsing and transfer concerns
the lack of synchronicity When analyzing the nominal phrase a big

There is psycholinguistic evidence for the existence of a separate but not autonomous
morphosyntactic module based on studies of aphasia cf G
	
orz 
 p 

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dog the parser builds up syntactic structures that are growing grad
ually when working from left to right Transfer of the adjective can
only start when the head of the phrase is processed On the one hand
the gender of the NP can not be identied earlier on the other hand
the correct translation of big can not be computed in advance within
a dierent context it could have been translated with the meaning of
distinguished ie within the phrase a big statesman
	

  Third from a point of view of software engineering there are arguments
supporting an independent implementation of the transfer module As
mentioned above the transfer module has to communicate with other
modules in order to reduce or eliminate ambiguity Such complex re
quirements encourage its encapsulation as a separate module with in
terfaces to other software parts Similarly it seems to be appropriate
formulating the tasks of modules relatively narrow because transfer
mechanisms are complex by themselves and at the same time reason
ably independent from other mechanisms
	
Given the framework of chart parsing a similar behaviour could be realized when
activating the transfer with every inactive edge inserted into the chart
	
Chapter 
Models of unicationbased
transfer
Soon after the introduction of unicationbased formalism into natural lan
guage processing
 
they were supposed to be useful for machine translation
specically for transfer Kay  suggests the inclusion of transfer knowl
edge into Functional Unication grammar FUG other authors use similar
approaches The most important expansion of formalisms that simply use
unication to build up larger structures is the necessity for at least two rela
tions One of them is usually not included within such mechanisms Apart
from coreference between nodes of graphs which is used to express identity
and is common among normal graph unication one needs the ability to
express subsequent transfer to denote elements of the transfer relation This
can be done in several ways
  LFG Kaplan et al  use so called correspondences of LFG that
realize relations between dierent levels of representation of an utter
ance  is the relation between the constituent structure cstructure
and the level of grammatical functions fstructure  the prolongation
up to the level of semantic description In order to formulate a trans
fer relation an additional mechanism named  is introduced relating
source and target language structures by means of the transfer rela
tion Through the composition of say  and  contrastive phenomena
can be modeled within transfer rules
 
see	 eg	 Kaplan and Bresnan 

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beantworten V
 PRED  beantworten h  SUBJ  OBJi 
  PRED FN  repondre
  SUBJ    SUBJ
  AOBJ OBJ    OBJ
All coreferences that hold between source and target language models
are again used as input to the transfer machinery The example lexical
entry for the German verb beantworten to answer exemplies via
the additional AOBJ within the path the insertion of the French

a in
the translation
Der
Le
Student
etudiant
beantwortet
repond
die
la
Frage
question
Letudiant repond a la question
The student answers the question
  Eurotra Sch

utz  does not use complete feature structures to rep
resent linguistic knowlegde Rather the input structures for transfer
are trees Unication is used during transfer Within transfer rules the
modeler can introduce unication variables which are used to carry out
eg agreement checks or guarantee other identities
npart	 
defD	 n  	 
catnp	 defD
  Noord  uses a PATRstyle notation to express transfer regularities
He provides special features gb and sp for the two languages English
and Spanish to distinguish the respective data He species a bilin
gual lexicon and operates with rules like the following which is a fairly
general one capable of compositionally transferring verbal phrases with
two arguments
	   
 
h 	 gb predi  h gbi
h 	 gb argi  h
 gbi
h 	 gb arg
i  h gbi
h 	 sp predi  h spi
h 	 sp argi  h
 spi
h 	 sp arg
i  h spi

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  Carlson and Vilkuna  integrate transfer rules into feature struc
tures The result of their processing is a description of the source
language utterance and the corresponding translation but the features
describing parts of the properties of the languages are mixed at several
levels in the features structure The singular target language descrip
tion has to be extracted from there A rule partially describing the Verb
discuss and its Finnish counterpart keskustella is of the form
E LEX DISCUSS
CAT VERB
SUBJ EDUMMY F
OBJ F CASE ELA
PRED ARG 
ARG 
ARG NONE
F LEX KESKUSTELLA
CAT VERB
SUBJ 
OBL 
PRED ARG 
ARG 
ARG NONE
Carlson and Vilkuna conclude that in principle it is possible to carry
out transfer in an incremental way The reason for this is the mono
tonicity of unicationbased methods which guarantees the persistence
of partial results In their model every sentence is completely ana
lyzed before being transferred though It is argued that knowledge of
the target language as it is described within transfer is not likely to
inuence parsing of the source language in any signicant fashion


  Zajac 	 uses a typed feature structure formalism which simplies
transfer rules in many cases by using an inheritance hierarchy for them
Entries on lower levels of that hierarchy specialize the entries above
them and need not contain as much information as if the structure of
rules would be at Zajac lets coreferences denote identity even across

Carlson and Vilkuna 
 p 

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the language boundary and makes use of two special features namely
ENG and FR to dierentiate between source and target language
Subsequent transfer is expressed with conditions that are language el
ements of the formalism he uses the Typed Feature Structures TFS
Emele and Zajac  An example for a translation using Zajacs
model could be
A
Un
student
etudiant
falls
tombe
that is rendered with a lexical transfer rule for fall
taulexfall
eng
pred fall
subj e
subj
tense e
tense
fr
pred tomber
subj f
subj
tense
f
tense

taulex
eng e
subj
fr f
subj

tautense
eng
e
tense
fr f
tense
  Morimoto et al 	 use feature structures describing the semantic
content of an utterance as input to transfer within a speechtospeech
translation system from Japanese to English A rewriting mechanism
traverses the source language structure and transfers it The transfer
rules contain a source and a target partial feature description as well
as a condition part that controls the application of rules Coreference
across the language boundary again triggers subsequent transfer
on reln jhave inphase JE
in  reln jhave
agen agen
obje object
rest
out reln have
agen agen
obje object
rest

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  Beskow  divides transfer rules into four parts and thus stresses the
dierent parts of the application of a transfer rule A rule for denite
nominal phrases shows this strong separation
Label
NPdef
Source
 cat  NP
 def  DEF
 num  Num
 head  head
Target
 cat  NP
 def  DEF
 num  Num
 det lex  the
 head  head
Transfer
head  head
This rule handles the insertion of the denite determiner the in the
English translation of the following Swedish noun phrase
Montering
Mounting
af
of
bergborrmaskin
rock drillDEF
Mounting of the rock drill
The four parts of each rule are
 A label that identies each rule uniquely
 A source language structure that is the trigger for application of
a transfer rule The rule is only applicable if the source structure
can be unied with the description of the constituent in question
The star  denotes the root of the actual graph variables start
with 
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 A target structure that is either used to check the translation
or to construct the target language representation The model
can either be used armatively to check certain translations or
constructively to translate sentences
 Transfer rules that make explicit the subsequent pairs of members
of the transfer relation They initiate the recursive call to the
transfer mechanism
The methods mentioned above all have several aspects in common They
all separate the procedural component which is formulated as a control struc
ture and the declarative component which is used to describe contrastive
knowledge of the two languages This seems quite natural when utilizing
unicationbased formalisms however Transfer rules are most often stated
as features structures be they typed or not although the actual notation
varies In addition to the relation of identity expressed as coreference the re
lation of subsequent transfer is necessary It enables each model to translate
large constituents by decomposing them and translating each part in turn
This relation is in some cases implicit some make it explicit in separate
transfer equations eg Beskow  All formulations use a topdown ap
proach for transfer The algorithms start at the outermost level of linguistic
description and descend recursively into deeper levels as subsequent trans
fer equations are encountered However such an approach does not imply
the impossibility of transferring incomplete input structures A bottomup
approach is realized in none of the models

Chapter 
A formalism for experimental
transfer systems
In the rst part of this chapter we will outline some proposals for the proper
ties of a formalism that is suitable to implement a novel architectural schema
Our work depends on the basic formalism being a wellsuited tool for the
implementation of an incremental interactive architecture After the in
troduction of these properties we show that a feature structure formalism
as described in Euler 	b Euler 	c can be used to formulate transfer
statements of sucient complexity although it has not all properties which
we regard necessary below
 Features of a formalism for architecture
For the experimentation with several components of a system based on a
specic formalism and interacting to a certain degree the implementation of
that formalism should have a tool character in order to guarantee maximal
exibility for the researchers During earlier work a formalism for typed fea
ture structures with appropriateness and disjunction has been developed
 

This formalism simply supported a functional interface The user could con
struct and unify feature structures while at the same time no regulations
concerning the order of application of operations were made Algorithms are
completely a matter of the user of the formalism The following properties
 
see Euler a
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are desirable for a formalism


  negrained control structure Assuming that the main device of the
formalism is a constraintsolver it should be possible to utilize several
levels of granularity On the lowest level the user should have control
over every single unication while at an appropriate high level sets
of constraints could be applied within one operation of the formalism
yielding a solution for a set of feature terms


  Userdriven extension The meaning of this is twofold First the for
malism should have the ability to formulate function calls resp re
lations which are implemented outside of the formalism That goes
beyond what is necessary to develop HPSGlike grammars namely rela
tions like append the drawing of inferences that may be extralinguis
tic in nature or the handling of communication tasks could be typical
applications of such a schema Second the steering of such an exten
sion is completely within control of the user The moment of evaluation
is not determined by the formalism but instead can be choosen freely
by the formalism user
  Linkable extensions The proposal mentioned before restricts the mono
tonicity and mathematical handling of the formalism Thus the formal
ism has to be neutral with respect to the extensions whenever they
are not used there are no drawbacks in running time or other respects
  Uniquely identication Every feature structure constructed by the
formalism should have its own unique label just like the surrogate
for objectoriented databases This enables the adaption of reason
maintenancetechniques for data of the formalism
  A formalism for transfer
As we mentioned above there are two relations that are essentially needed
when describing contrastive knowledge for transfer Identity and recursive
transfer Identity is included in most featurebased formalisms as the notion
of coreference Recursive transfer can be formulated as a relation within a

The assumptions stated here are part of the result of Amtrup and Weber 

cf Emele and Zajac 

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formalism under the assumption that relations are supported otherwise one
could use a separate feature for the specication of subsequent transfer This
is the direction of research we will pursue here
We will take the formalismdescribed in Euler 	a as a starting point It
is a formalism for typed feature structures with appropriateness and disjunc
tion It supports multiple inheritance but has no means to classify a feature
structure according to its maximal type There are no notions of functions
or relations but since a very negrained control structure is used the for
malism can easily be extended to handle such devices We have extended the
formalism to formulate functions within feature structures The data type
of a feature structure was extended with a special attribute functions that
takes a list of function call descriptions This feature is handled carefully
during a unication of feature terms in order to preserve the function calls
Thus when unifying two feature terms A and B the resulting feature term
C is the unication of the two except for the attribute functions The
functionsvalue of C is simply the concatenation of the functionsvalues
of A and B at all levels  the functional attribute is guaranteed to be on
the topmost level of a feature structure At any desired point the user can
call a method for feature terms that evaluates one or all of the function calls
When evaluating the last call for a term the attribute vanishes
A function call consists of a list of feature terms with a length of at
least two The rst term in the list which has to be of type string denotes
the function to be called This function is an arbitrary lisp function The
remaining terms except the last one provide the arguments to the function
call Usually they are provided by coreference Finally the last term in the
list denotes the result of the function call In most cases this is a coreference
denoting the place where the result should be inserted An example for a
function call is given in g  that shows a simple grammar rule in a phrase
structure style
While this extension is sucient for the incorporation of rules of recursive
transfer we establish a separate attribute to state transfer equations Thus
the formulation is a little bit clearer To be more explicit a transfer rule is
a feature structure of type trule that has three attributes with the following
properties
  source contains the source language description
  target contains the target language description Coreferences may
mediate between the two to denote token identity

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rule
rule
h
s
phon   !"
syn h   i
functions h h appendphon        i i

np
phon  !"

vp
phon  !"
i
Figure  A phrase structure grammar rule with functions
  subseq is a list of subsequent transfer equations They trigger the
recursive call of the transfer mechanism Each equation in turn is a
feature structure of type strule that has two attributes source and
target that denote the respective parts of the equation The values of
these attributes normally are coreferences into the respective language
description parts
Fig 
 contains a transfer rule to enable head shift as is exemplied in
the contrast
Hans
John
schwimmt
swims
gerne
likingly
John likes to swim
The german adverb gerne becomes the head verb of the English translation
The approach presented here is similar to some of the models outlined
in chapter  it closely resembles the one of Beskow We dont take into
consideration his remarks regarding the establishment of a hierarchy of rules
in order to control the number of applicable rules However we will follow his
suggestion for the possible adaption of techniques from chartparsing within
the next chapter
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trule
source
vp
syn h
  
 v
 
 adv i
target
vp
phon  !"
syn h   v  v i
functions h h appendtphon 
sign
phon h to i
    i i
subseq h
source
  
target
 
source
 
target

i
Figure 
 A transfer rule for head switching


Chapter 
Charts	 Adaptions for transfer
The notion of a chart was introduced by Kay 
 mainly for parsing The
starting point was an observation that certain partial analyses could be used
several times during the analysis of an utterance The mechanism to store
the partial results in a wellformed substring table was extended to be able to
establish a bookkeeping of incompletely analyzed constituents too Normally
incomplete items on a chart are related to phrase structure rules with right
sides which have not yet been fully processed Since then charts have been
very well established and widely used within natural language processing
An essential property of chart parsing mechanisms supporting their suc
cess is their inherent exibility Without a central data structure in which
the results of the analysis can be stored and without the possibility to specify
the control structure elsewhere the system designer has to construct analy
sis algorithms that hide processing and search strategies deeply within code
Such algorithms can not easily be compared or altered The use of a chart
that forms the central data structure and holds all complete and incomplete
partial results and the corresponding agenda that implements any search
strategy enables the designer to specify an analysis algorithm that abstracts
from the actual strategies for processing and search  Kay calls this an algo
rithm schema cf Kay  The separation of What from How allows for a
pragmatic insight into the computational processes concerning the analysis
The monotonicity of the chart that allows the computation of results in
a basically unordered way and the inherent possibility of a coarsegrained
parallelization cf Amtrup 	 have similar relevance
Switching to the problem of transfer it must be noted that similar things
hold A partial analysis  ie a partial translation  could in fact be used
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many times during transfer Especially when attempting incremental transfer
there is no single interpretation that has to be transferred but rather there
are several competing analyses and one can not tell in advance which of them
is nally the best one So there should be a mechanism like a wellformed
substring table that stores partial results The extension into the direction
of a transfer chart is straightforward incomplete analyses correspond to
partially transferred items that have at least one open transfer equation
Some of the constraints that architecture places on transfer can be mo
tivated within a chartprocessing paradigm Synchronicity in time could be
realized through functions for access of data items in the chart that restrict
themselves to a denite time interval This is in contrast to the advocated
monotonicity of chart processing but the relaxation of this property has
been proposed elsewhere eg for correction of input
 
 Incrementality is a
property of processing and search strategies Both can be formulated to op
erate on items rst that belong to an earlier interval in order to guarantee
an incremental lefttoright processing
The integration of interactive communication between a transfer compo
nent and other parts of an interpretation system can be stated in two ways
  One could formulate communication methods directly within the trans
fer algorithms
  One could set up communication tasks which are handled via an agenda
and which are treated analogously to other tasks
Both kinds of approaches may benet from a chartbased paradigm Es
pecially the establishment of separate tasks for communication enables the
transfer algorithms to suspend execution of transfer statements while wait
ing for results from other components The transfer process could initiate
an interactive request and put the task at hand onto the agenda again to
resume operation in case the answer arrives
It is unknown whether the integration of a chart into transfer algorithms
simplies the formulation of a multilevel transfer or not But as the relevance
of this extension is equally unknown at the moment the benets or drawbacks
can not be estimated Parallelization nally is an extension that to a great
extent emerges directly from the chartbased paradigm The simplest starting
point for parallel transfer with a chart is to divide the tasks at hand onto
 
Wiren 


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dierent processors Again the consequences of such an approach can not be
estimated
 Construction of a transfer chart
What is a transfer chart# In the simpliest case which is assumed here it is
an extension of an analysis chart that could have been used for parsing This
renders a very close connection between parsing or any other kind of analysis
and transfer it has to be reected upon with modularity and integration in
mind We take a transfer chart as annotation to the analysis chart Every
inactive chart egde is the root of a tree of transfer edges Thus translations
are directly derived from analyzed syntactic constituents Every node at the
rst level of the rooted tree is the result of the application of a transfer rule to
the given constituent There are as many branches from the root of the tree
as there are applicable transfer rules If the transfer rules contain recursive
transfer equations subsequent levels of the tree are possible A daughter node
within a tree is created by solving exactly one transfer equation from the
mother node information Overall there exists a twodimensional structure
of the combined analysis and transfer chart
  One temporal dimension that describes the progress of time within the
input signal and
  One dimension in the number of unsolved transfer equations that de
scribe the progress while constructing target language equivalents
Within the annotated trees a criterion of local maximality cf Satta
and Stock  can be formulated The leaves of the trees are normally
the most interesting nodes because most equations have already been solved
here Thus the criterion can be extended in a twodimensional way to only
take into consideration locally maximal transfer edges with attached locally
maximal analysis edges The desired state is the reduction of the tree of
transfer edges to a linear list This would correspond to the principle of
specicity cf Beskow  p 
The components and properties of a transfer edge are as follows Every
transfer edge belongs to an analysis edge Important data like start and end
point rating of the described constituent as well as the original feature graph
are located here The originating transfer rule that leads to the construction
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of this edge has to be recorded as well as the set of transfer equations still to
be solved Equally important are the immediately incorporated partial trans
lations that were used during the construction Activity of a transfer edge is
measured with respect to the open equations a transfer edge is called active
if there are such equations and otherwise called inactive Similar to anal
ysis one can say that active transfer edges describe incomplete translations
of a constituent while active analysis edges describe incomplete recognized
constituents
Some aspects are dierent within a transfer chart of course For example
to deal with transfer the proposal of new categories falls apart Inactive
incoming analysis edges play that role The fundamental rule of chart parsing
has a counterpart too The combination of two transfer edges makes sense
if one of them call it the big one contains an unsolved transfer equation
whose source language part can be unied with the source part of the other
edge call it the small one If this can be done a second unication with
the target part has to occur the newly constructed edge can be inserted into
the chart The third operation to be modied is the proposal of new edges
that works dierently
  An example Translation of montering	
The following section demonstrates the terminology and functioning of a
transfer chart with a small example the translation of the Swedish nominal
phrase montering into the English version the mounting
The description of montering consists mainly of two edges namely the
preterminal lexical edge  that stems from the lexicon and the inactive edge

 that constitutes the nominal phrase
 phon h montering i


np
phon h montering i
num SING
def DEF
head phon h montering i
The necessary repertoire of transfer rules includes the lexical relation of
montering  and the general rule for Swedish denite nominal phrases
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 that have to be augmented with a determiner the in English

source phon h montering i
target phon h mounting i

trule
source
np
def DEF
num  
head 
target
np
phon 
def DEF
num  
head 
functions h h appendtphon
sign
phon h the i
  i i
subseq h
strule
source

target 
i
During analysis the monteringedge  comes up rst as an inactive edge
All applicable transfer rules are applied There is only one rule applicable ie
only one rule has a source part subsuming the chart edge information This
transfer rule  is applied by unifying its content with the source language
description yielding the transfer edge  below This one is inactive since
it does not have any open transfer equations Thus there are no actions
necessary besides entry into the transfer chart

source phon h montering i
target lex h mounting i
Next the Swedish NP 
 is entered into the analysis chart Transfer rule
 can be applied to it and results in the transfer edge  This one is active


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since it contains an open equation

trule
source
np
def DEF
num
 
SING
head  phon h montering i
target
np
phon

def DEF
num  
head 
functions h h appendtphon
sign
phon h the i
  i i
subseq h
strule
source 
target 
i
After inserting  into the transfer chart the fundamental rule is applied
This is the combination of active and inactive edges Here it results in a
search of inactive transfer edges that belong to the same interval of the
analysis chart as  and that have a source language part that subsumes the
source part of  Edge  ist such a candidate
Now the source language and target language part of both transfer edges
have to be unied The result of this combined unication is  an inactive
transfer edge that can directly be inserted into the chart The target language
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translation is extracted under the path target

trule
source
np
def DEF
num
 
SING
head  phon h montering i
target
np
phon h the mounting i
def DEF
num  
head  phon h mounting i


Chapter 

Anytime transfer	 What is a
transfer quantum
This chapter deals with the current focus on anytime algorithms for speech
processing We try to outline the possible nature of an anytime transfer and
speculate about the means to implement such a mechanism
Russel and Zilberstein  dene anytime algorithms as algorithms whose
quality of results degrades gracefully as computation time decreases The
monotonic growing output quality of such a procedure is described with a
probabilistic performance prole which is a function of time Anytime algo
rithms are classied according to the moment at which the perspective com
putation time must be known Interruptible algorithms deliver a solution
even when interrupted without prior warning whereas contract algorithms
have to be informed about the computing time at hand in advance in order
to produce a result Roughly for any contract algorithm one can construct
an interruptible algorithm that produces results of equal quality in fourfold
time cf Russel and Zilberstein 
Anytime algorithms are highly desirable for advanced speech processing
systems cf Wahlster Menzel  Only fast system responses with a
minimal delay are useful Taking into consideration the requirements drawn
upon the architecture of an experimental interpreting system and speci
cally upon the transfer stage of such a device the application of anytime
algorithms should be another central point besides time synchronicity and
incrementality Unfortunately the more tractable class of contract algorithms
falls apart due to inherent contradictions Contract algorithms by denition
have to be equipped with the available processing time in advance This
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is problematic within realworld speech applications The users tolerance
regarding processing time is limited Pauses between utterances within con
versation of more than a few seconds are hardly tolerable Even if the user of
a speech translation system is specially instructed to be more patient regular
pauses of much more than ten seconds seem to be unacceptable
 
This results in the separation of the processing course into two phases
  The rst phase is the time span in which the source language text
is produced that has to be translated During this phase the time
available simply can not be estimated

  The second part of processing starts as soon as the utterance is com
pleted From this point on the computation time is very restricted
since the system has to produce an interpretation of the users utter
ance before the attention is reduced
The earliest point at which a bound can be given to the algorithm is
the space between the two phases We suppose that length of phase one
mentioned above is at least of the same order of magnitude as phase two 
often phase one will be signicantly longer Thus only algorithms that do
not know in advance how much computing time is available can be used

 Strategies for Transfer
How should a useful strategy for transfer be formulated# The easiest way
would be to rst translate word by word like in the early stages of machine
translation After obtaining at least a rough translation of the whole ut
terance one could start more complex operations like transferring structure
built by other modules So we have two goals for the transfer stage namely
 to produce a complete translation of what was said and
 
An interesting possibility to further enlarge the time available for interpreting is to

mumble during work cf Karlgren  Sometimes uttering about the stage of pro
cessing and the contents currently working on may increase the patience of users what
results in a larger amount of processing time available An interpreting system could at
some points try to start a target language sentence or could utter fragments of the content
to draw the recipients attention on the interpretation

A simple way to provide a perspective of the computing time would be to take the
notion of timesynchronicity very serious and demand that the processing of any part of
an utterance is computed using at most the time it occupies
	
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 to construct a better translation if there is enough time at hand
This results in the establishment of two notions
  quality of translated items and
  amount of work needed to augment the translation of a particular part
of an utterance
The rst notion is needed to choose between competing alternatives of
transfer The optimal solution possible has to be presented upon request
ie a few seconds after the utterance has ended The second notion steers
the selection of agenda tasks that are carried out it is used as an ordering
constraint This function decides which transfer rule has to be applied rst
if there are more than one applicable for a given conguration
The quality measure associated with each transfer rule should thus show
to what extent the translation could be augmented by applying it Statistical
methods are not a good choice to estimate this value because they favor
common translations By attaching a frequency measure to every transfer
rule the system would hardly encounter models for more specic translations
that are nevertheless needed for some collocations The complexity of a
transfer rule could be a better guidance We assume a more complex rule
to be more specic and to apply to fewer source language congurations
This allows the conclusion that it describes a specically desired translation
Beskow  So simply the size of a transfer rule could be a rst starting
point for a quality measure for transfer rules It is unknown how to predict
he amount of work needed to apply a transfer rule The size of the input
edges for a rule inuences this amount Furthermore if complex inferences
are drawn during the application of transfer rules their impact can not be
estimated
Now that we have given an outline what to do rst during transfer we
have to look at the units of work that are done before a solution could be
presented There are several possibilities
  Since the system works incrementally one could try to integrate each
incoming hypothesis completely before sending output to the next com
ponent The problem arising is the existence of right context and dif
ferent sentence schemata in dierent languages

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  Every task on an agenda for transfer could be seen as a transfer quan
tum Every task either creates a new transfer edge from an analysis
edge and a transfer rule or augments a transfer edge by solving an
open transfer equation It could be useful to feed output with these
speculations
  In case of a transfer rule being completely applied with all equations
solved the transfer stage could send the translation to an output or
generation component Thus the interface between transfer and fol
lowing stages consists of completely transferred source language con
stituents With respect to bandwidth and content we assume this to
be the best of the three presented alternatives It also resembles the
interface between syntax and transfer described earlier Inactive anal
ysis chart edges represent completely analyzed source language con
stituents
Assuming that transfer edges with all equations solved are presented as
output we can divide the data structures for transfer into three parts from
an architectonic point of view
  The representation of input consists of the inactive edges resulting from
syntactic analysis of the source language utterance
  The representation of ongoing work is done through the trees of transfer
edges attached to each analysis edge Here incorporation of previous
work and compositional transfer takes place
  The output that consists of the inactive transfer chart edges is the
last representational stage Each of these edges describes the complete
translation of a given source language constituent
To meet anytime constraints we have to be able to provide an output at
every desired time Thus we now need a function that computes from a set
of complete transfer edges a coverage of the source language utterance while
maximizing rating The translation can not be output as the realization
of the bestrated edge spanning the whole utterance simply because such a
complete translation may not exist due to an interruption Thus we have to
take into consideration all parts of translation that were produced so far The
output representation forms a graph chart of its own the output function
has to compute a path from the start point to the end point with a maximum

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rating  a classical graph search problem that has to be done incrementally
every time a new inactive transfer edge arrives
One remaining problem is the numbering of the chart The order within
an analysis chart poses no diculties You could take either time stamps that
belong to the utterance measured in frames or whatever or simply count the
nodes from left to right The order clearly reects the linear odering of time
that is a property of the source language utterance Just the opposite is the
case with the transfer chart and the resulting chart on the target language
side Certainly the ordering will be a dierent one but it can not be predicted
in advance So the only possible strategy here is to use the same ordering as
on the source side and to adapt generation algorithms accordingly

  Combination of anytime components
Russel and Zilberstein  show optimal methods for combining anytime
algorithms into a more complex system Their approach is not easily exten
sible to handle the case of a interpreting system The probability function
that describes the quality of a component as function of time sometimes can
not be given cf Menzel  Moreover the amount of time available is
not known in advance see above Thus one can not simply combine any
time algorithms for analysis transfer and generation and come up with an
anytime system for automatic machine interpretation
The whole system has to be interruptible or at least has to be able to
respect the timing properties stated above This implies that results are
propagated through the system as early as possible Every component must
not only operate like an interruptible system but has to produce output
at every time on the y Every partial result that can be valuable for the
following components has to be sent out No component may wait until an
interruption is done by the user or an overall scheduling monitor There has
to be a constant ow of results through the system The only part that is
able to show interruptible behaviour is the nal speechrealizing subsystem
This one waits for a short period after the source language utterance and
then starts to realize the target language equivalent as then available This
is clearly an anytime fashion
To summarize the properties of an interpretation system and its compo
nents should be the following
  The system as a whole has to show anytime behaviour It should be

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interruptible or at least be able to produce a result only seconds after
the end of an utterance
  Every component works incremental and produces a constant ow of
results that it feeds into the subsequent subsystems
  The nal component waits until the tolerance pause ends and then
produces a result which is the best available at that time

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Conclusion
The overall behaviour of an automatic interpretation system has strong con
sequences for the architecture and construction of the parts of such a system
The transfer stage has to meet certain criteria because it is part of an inter
pretation system We mentioned some of them especially
  Incrementality the ability to start working as soon as data is available
  Interactivity to eliminate ambiguity as soon as possible through coop
erative work that is carried out together with other components
  The ability to sort transfer rule applications according to their pre
sumed quality augmentation
We characterized current models of unicationbased transfer and pro
posed a formalism variant to be used within our architectural experiments
Transfer rules formulated with this formalism are used for chartbased trans
fer a mechanism that adapts wellknown notions and strategies from chart
based parsing These techniques allow the incremental operation of the trans
fer stage which is highly desirable in our perspective
Further work will focus on three lines of research
  What impact do strategies for chartbased transfer have upon the power
of a transfer module and upon the overall power of an interpretation
system#
  Can any timebehaviour of an interpretation system be achieved by
constantly augmenting output of several system stages#
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  What kind of interaction is crucial for transfer and how can it be mod
eled#

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